Be the Face of Change
2020 Campaign Guidelines

Campaign Summary

+

Show Some Love is a peer-to-peer campaign designed to feature federal employees and retirees and
inspire others to give through the CFC.

+

This year’s Be the Face of Change theme is a way for people to represent their generosity and the causes
they care about wherever they are, together, virtually from home, outside, or from their work place.

+

The tone of this year’s theme is engaging, real, happy, and determined to make a difference. We are
about bringing positivity and being generous together to change the world.

+

This year’s campaign is an invitation to join the CFC community and Be the Face of Change.

An Invitation to Join
The CFC has enjoyed a proud tradition of support from passionate and generous members of the federal community
who want to make a positive difference in the world. In order to grow the impact of the CFC, data analysis identified
increased donor acquisition as the key to a successful campaign. To attract new donors, the 2020 strategy includes
adaptations to the CFC messaging implemented in both concept and design:

•

Emphasizing inviting not asking

•

Positioning the CFC as an extension of the federal community

•

Providing options for ways in which federal employees and retirees can join the CFC community

•

Leveraging current world events to create a sense of urgency

•

Highlighting the differentiators that make the CFC an attractive way to give over other available giving methods

What does Be the Face of Change look like?
The imagery of the campaign draws on the spirit of our collective
giving as federal employees and retirees. The mosaic represents
the cumulative strength of our diversity, regional locations, and
remote work life.
The photography is sourced from a recorded teleconference
sesssion and enhanced and stylized in a graphics application.
Our participants are confronting the viewer in a happy and
personal way as a call to give. By incorporating Show Some Love,
we project the feeling of happiness to others. This encourages
others to also join our movement of giving– to Show Some
Love and Be the Face of Change. Sometimes people feature the
Show Some Love mark, and sometimes they just represent their
personalities.
To retain a consistent look and feel in a Show Some Love kind of
vibe, we recommend that if anyone replaces these photos with
localized versions of their own, that they make sure at least four
of the grid images reveal a Show Some Love logo either in a
hand-held manner or superimposed.
The headlines of the campaign emphasize
the importance of giving together as a
community for a collective impact and the
urgency of acting today.

The copy acts as an invitation to join
the community in our giving mission
and highlights some of the CFC key
differentiators and options for
engagement:
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1. Give to multiple charities through
one simple payroll deduction
2. Sign up to volunteer
3. Be the face of change.
Maintain connection between the
CFC brand mark, the call to action
and the new URL.
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Elements of the layout

The centered layout directs the viewer’s eye down the design
from the lead image to the headline and copy, to end at the CFC
logo and then pulls out to bring attiention to the call to action.

1
Lead with main mosaic of people.
This is the largest graphic that has a
margin of white space set around it
giving more buffer room at the top.

2
Headline type set in Open Sanse Regular
in the Show Some Love turquoise. The
width of the copy should be less than the
width of the image above.

Wherever we are,
we can change the world together.

3

The copy is centered and set in Open
Sans Light in the CFC dark blue. The
width of this copy should be less than
the headline above it.

4
The dark blue CFC brand logo
mark should be centered and
lead to the call to action and
the URL.
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Join the CFC community to help those in need.
You can give to the charities you care about through payroll
deduction, sign up to volunteer, and Be the Face of Change.

Show Some Love at GiveCFC.org
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Photography
Creative Strategy

Show Some Love is a peer-to-peer campaign that is designed to feature people who are meant to inspire others to give through the CFC. Portraits should reveal a charismatic, human,
and generous personality. The photos should reveal unexpected “caught” moments that don’t seem forced, posed, or manufactured. Although the photographs are admittingly for the
campaign and captured through webcam or camera phone, they need to portray a human and magnanimous spirit.

Style

The shoot generally covers but is not limited to:

1.

2.

A happy, proud and emotive portait
ready to empower the giving spirit.

3.

A person or group of people presenting
their Show Some Love logo.

A person with enough space around
them where a Show Some Love mark can
be superimposed.

Some Helpful Video / Photography Tips
1. Audio: Please make sure you’re in a quiet room away from family and pets (if
they’re not in the shot.) If you’re wanting to be on your own, put up a “Do Not
Disturb “ sign on your door. If you’re outside, sound levels are a little harder to
control.
2. Lighting: If you have a window, sit with your face facing the window unless it’s a
harsh direct light on you. Windows give off good diffused natural light. If you’re in
a windowless room, table lamps with diffusing shades are good diffused lighting.
Paper lantern lights do a great job. And yes, please make sure your room is lit up.
We want a lit room so that you don’t look like a floating head. That’s never good.
3. Space: Whatever place you decide to photograph, inside or out, please make
sure it’s cleaned up a bit. We don’t want to distract the viewer and have them
looking at everything in your room instead of you.
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4. Posture and personality: We’re looking for smiles. Just have everyone arrive
prepared to have fun.
5. Prep: We’re mostly looking to represent ourselves naturally. If you wear
makeup, please don’t wear more than usual for the shoot. Look comfortable but
not in your pajamas. Just dress for the day as you would for any meeting. If you’re
in the military, ask if you should be in uniform.
7. Camera position. You want to make sure that your phone or laptop is a
little raised and looking slightly down on you. It should feel as if you’re actually
speaking to another person’s face across from you. You do NOT want the camera
to be looking up at you - which the way most people conference. This is not the
most flattering angle.

Show Some Love
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Colors
The primary campaign color selections for the Show Some Love logo mark should be shown as indicated below. This palette is explicitly designed to harmonize with and
complement the CFC blue. These are a vibrant group of colors that are meant to evoke a sense of fun and excitement. The wide assortment should allow for anyone to be able
to choose a color which is best for its context , material, or agency need. While we have expanded the palette selection, it is recommended that you only use one color at a time
to partner with the CFC blue on each piece of collateral, multimedia, or post.

Campaign Orange

Campaign Bright Blue

Campaign Green

C - 5%
M - 67%
Y - 100%
K - 0%

C - 57%
M - 0%
Y - 3%
K - 0%

C - 58%
M - 0%
Y - 82%
K - 0%

R - 234
G - 114
B-0

R - 86
G - 201
B - 237

R - 116
G - 193
B - 99

Hex: #e97200

Hex: #56c9ed

Hex: #73c162

Campaign Magenta

Campaign Yellow

Campaign Dark Blue

C - 0%
M - 84%
Y - 32%
K - 0%

C - 0%
M - 23%
Y - 98%
K - 0%

C - 82%
M - 32%
Y - 29%
K - 1%

R - 240
G - 81
B - 121

Hex: #f05179

R - 255
G - 197
B - 20

Hex: #ffc514

R - 32
G - 138
B - 163

Hex: #208aa3

CFC Brand Colors
These colors should be used mostly with headlines, body copy, background colors for boilerplate copy and partner logos and other editorial additions that need to be made.

Dark Grey
C - 0%
M - 0%
Y - 0%
K - 80%

CFC Blue
R - 88
G - 89
B - 91
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#58585b
Pantone:
11 C

C - 100%
M - 68%
Y - 7%
K - 82%

CFC Red
R-0
G - 52
B - 121

#003479
Pantone:
294 C

C - 5%
M - 100%
Y - 71%
K - 22%

R - 172
G - 26
B - 47

#ac1a2f
Pantone:
187 C
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Typography
Open Sans

MixTape Mike

The Open Sans font is used as a headline font as well as for body copy. This typeface has a large family of various weights
and styles, providing ample variation for designs. Open Sans translates seamlessly between Apple and Microsoft products
and can be downloaded at: https://fonts.google.com

The logo font, MixTape Mike, is used
for the campaign mark to differentiate
itself as a spirited approach to a Federal
Campaign. It’s fun, active, and alive.

If Open Sans is unavailable, please use the typeface Arial in its place.

http://www.joebob.nl/commercial-font/
mixtapemike#node-216
This font is used on the Show Some
Love mark and should not be used for
document text.
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